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Exec utive S u m ma ry
In today’s data centers, IT often virtualizes new applications and workloads by default. Virtualization
is the norm; deploying a physical server is the exception. The technology is mature and enterprise
adoption is high, yet information security does not have a significant focus on virtual security. Given
the converged nature of virtual environments, security incidents can result in significant damage;
therefore, it is critical that security professionals redouble their efforts and make securing their virtual
infrastructure a priority. This guide describes the security challenges within virtualized environments
and shows how to apply the concepts of Forrester’s Zero Trust Model of information security to secure
the virtual environment effectively.
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Virtualization security maturity lags behind operations
Server virtualization is nearly ubiquitous. According to our survey data, 85% of organizations
have adopted or are planning to adopt x86 server virtualization (see Figure 1-1). In addition, 79%
of firms have or are planning to institute a “virtualization first” policy.1 The majority of clients
we interviewed for this report require justification for any physical x86 server deployments;
virtualization is the norm, and we have moved passed the days of only virtualizing noncritical
workloads. Today, IT professionals have virtualized, on average, 52% of the x86 servers in enterprise
environments; in two years, they expect that number to grow to 75% (see Figure 1-2).
This data confirms what we already know: Virtualization has been top of mind for IT professionals
such as enterprise architects (EA) as well as IT infrastructure and operations professionals (I&O) for
years. What about security professionals? Has it been top of mind for them? Many chief information
security officers (CISOs) are not aware of the virtualization security risks, while other CISOs are
very concerned about their virtual environments but don’t always have the authority or the influence
over I&O to enforce policy or implement new security controls.
Security Incidents In A Virtual Environment Can Be Disastrous
Let’s consider the recent security incident at the Japanese pharmaceutical company Shionogi. In
February 2011, a terminated IT administrator, Jason Cornish, used a service account to access the
company’s network. Once connected, he used an unauthorized installation of VMware vSphere to
delete 88 virtual servers. According to the criminal complaint: “the deleted servers housed most
of Shionogi’s American computer infrastructure, including the company’s email and BlackBerry
servers, its order tracking system, and its financial management software. The attack effectively froze
Shionogi’s operations for a number of days, leaving company employees unable to ship product, cut
checks, or communicate by email.”2
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Figure 1 Virtualization Is Nearly Ubiquitous
1-1 x86 server virtualization adoption
“What are your firm’s plans to adopt x86 server virtualization?”
Don’t know
Planning to implement in
the next 12 months
Expanding/upgrading
implementation

Not interested
Planning to implement
in a year or more

Interested, but no plans
Implemented, not expanding

85%

1%

5%

9%

7%

6%

11%

61%

Base: 1,201 North American and European executives and technology decision-makers
who are responsible for x86 servers
1-2 The percentage of x86 server virtualization
“Today, approximately what percentage
of your x86 server OS instances are operated
as virtual servers rather than run directly
on server hardware?“
(N = 771)

Server
hardware
48%

Virtual
servers
52%

“In two years, approximately what percentage
of your x86 server OS instances do you believe
will be operated as virtual servers rather than
run directly on server hardware?“
(N = 768)

Server
hardware
25%
Virtual servers
75%

Base: North American and European executives and technology decision-makers at companies
with 20-plus employees and who are responsible x86 servers
Source: Forrsights Hardware Survey, Q3 2011
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Security Professionals Are Playing Virtualization Catchup
While I&O professionals have rapidly virtualized the environment to reduce costs and improve
flexibility, security professionals have remained on the sidelines — either by choice or because
I&O has marginalized them. This is true regardless of the size of the organization. Our research
interviews with IT professionals in enterprise architecture, IT operations, and security revealed
several troubling themes:

· Business as usual is the status quo. IT departments rely upon traditional security solutions to

secure their virtual environments. For example, they use endpoint security agents and network
security devices designed for physical environments to secure virtual workloads. One security
leader said, “We rely on our existing solutions; we haven’t yet altered our approach for the
virtual environment.”

· Many security pros aren’t aware of the available solutions. We found that most security

professionals have very limited knowledge of the efficacy and availability of virtualization-aware
solutions that can more effectively secure their virtual environments. One CISO we spoke with
wasn’t aware that his organization’s current antivirus vendor offered an endpoint virtualization
solution.

· Many security pros have a general discomfort with virtualization. Security pros, especially

CISOs and other security leaders who have risen up the technical ranks, aren’t as confident in
their virtualization knowledge as they would like to be. This is particularly the case when we
compare virtualization with more mature security areas, such as network security. One CISO
remarked, “We haven’t touched this technology as much as we’d like, and we have to physically
sit at the console next to operations to see the environment.”

everyone knows virtualization’s BENEFITS — but not its risks
Lower total cost of ownership (TCO), flexibility, improved high availability and disaster recovery
capabilities, and faster time-to-market are just a few of virtualization’s benefits. However, all IT
professionals — most importantly, security professionals — need to have an understanding of the
risks. These include:

· Limited visibility into intra-virtual-machine traffic. Depending on your network architecture,
virtualization can create blind spots in your network, and many security professionals don’t
have the tools to inspect intra-virtual-machine (VM) communication (i.e., traffic between two
virtual machines on the same virtual server). All of the security professionals we interviewed
rely upon traditional network security devices, but if the intra-VM traffic never routes through
the physical network, how can you inspect it? Our interviews revealed that many CISOs aren’t
comfortable with the level of visibility they have into their virtualized environments. One CISO
stated, “I know I am wearing rose-colored glasses; we just haven’t looked into this.”
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· Increased vulnerability to insider threats. The Shionogi incident illustrates the significance

of the insider threat. The collapsed nature of virtual environments exacerbates the impact
of insider threats. Forrester estimates that almost half of security breaches were the result of
so-called “trusted” insiders and business partners — whether their actions were malicious or
unintentional.3 We can’t forget about this scenario — the well-meaning employee who clicks in
the wrong place at the wrong time. As the statistics indicate, this is a much more likely situation
than a malicious insider.

The insider threat elevates privileged user management to a whole new level: “I’ll see your
domain admin and raise you one virtualization admin account.” In our interviews, we found
that the majority of IT professionals have relatively flat administration roles with excessive
permissions. An enterprise architect from a large multinational corporation told us: “Our
administrators have complete access to the environment; all admins have access to all zones. We
realize it isn’t ideal.” You don’t want to gamble with your privileged users; the administrator is
the weakest link.

· The inability to maintain security controls in a dynamic environment. Change and

configuration management can be challenging in a virtual environment. Even the most junior
of IT professionals can quickly provision and delete a VM, and VM sprawl is a reality for
many organizations. Additionally, how can you be sure that you have scanned offline VMs for
vulnerabilities and patched them?

Technologies such as live migration help organizations harness the power of virtualization and
make the environment extremely dynamic. Today, 50% of enterprises use live migration, and
13% are planning to implement it in the next 12 months.4 How confident are you that when an
IT pro migrates a guest VM from one virtual server to another that its security posture follows?

· An increased compliance footprint. Virtualization also increases our compliance efforts. As

with any new technology, the auditors are playing catchup. In June 2011, the PCI Security
Standards Council issued its first guidance on virtualization security, and you can expect
challenges as auditors interpret and organizations attempt to comply with the PCI DSS
Virtualization guidelines.5 There is inconsistency among Qualified Security Assessor (QSA) firms;
some firms permit virtual mixed mode segmentation, while others do not. You can also expect
other compliance organizations to follow PCI’s lead and offer guidance on virtual environments.

· The requirement to secure more layers of infrastructure and management. Virtualization

brings new layers that we must secure. We have additional infrastructure and management
layers to protect as well as the hypervisor itself. If an insider or cybercriminal compromises
either, all bets are off. Virtual systems aren’t unique and are just as vulnerable as any other
system running code. If it runs code, someone can compromise it. In 2011, VMware had
released 14 security advisories as of December 17.6 In its X-Force 2010 Trend and Risk Report,
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IBM researched 80 vulnerabilities and found that more than 50% could compromise the
administrative VM or lead to hypervisor escapes (see Figure 2).7
In previous research, we addressed the security of the hypervisor and concluded that it
introduces some marginal risk to the server environment but that concerns are largely
overblown.8 As the CISO of one large manufacturing company put it: “Am I worried about
hypervisor attacks? Absolutely, but they are very low on a long list of more likely scenarios.”
Figure 2 IBM X-Force Virtualization Vulnerability Classes
Distribution of virtualization system vulnerabilities
Indeterminate
6%
Management server
6%

Hypervisor
1%

Hypervisor escape
38%

Guest VM
15%

Management console
16%
Admin VM
18%
Base: 80 vulnerabilities that impact server-class virtualization products
Source: “IBM X-Force 2010 Trend and Risk Report,” IBM, March 2011
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bETTER LATE THAN NEVER: hERE’S HOW TO GET INTO THE VIRTUALIZATION SECURITY GAME
You should strive for virtual security that is at least on par with your traditional security approach
and look for opportunities to implement better security within your virtual environment. To do
this, Forrester recommends that you: 1) apply the Zero Trust Model of information security to
your network architecture; 2) consider virtualization-aware security solutions going forward; 3)
implement privileged identity management; and 4) incorporate vulnerability management into the
virtual server environment.
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Eliminate The Chewy Centers In Your Virtual Environment
Forrester’s Zero Trust Model of information security should serve as the foundation of your virtual
infrastructure.9 In the Zero Trust Model, you eliminate the traditional security concept of the
data center with a hard crunchy outside and a soft chewy center. In Zero Trust, there is no longer
a trusted internal network and an untrusted external network. In Zero Trust, all network traffic
is untrusted. Also in this model, IT and security architects redesign the traditional hierarchical
network to be segmented, parallelized, and centralized. Future Forrester research will take a much
deeper look at virtualization within the context of the Zero Trust Model.
Consider Virtualization-Aware Security Technology
You don’t have to rely on traditional security solutions alone to secure your virtual environments;
there are many virtualization-aware security solutions available on the market. Although the
technologies continue to mature, they can:

· Deliver business value by increasing virtual server density. Most security pros are using

traditional endpoint point security solutions in their virtual environments. Consider this
example: You have a virtual server running 15 VMs. Each of the 15 VMs runs an endpoint
security agent that requires memory and CPU. Those resources aren’t available for other virtual
servers, thus reducing the number of VMs you can effectively run on the server. The CTO at
one highly virtualized enterprise said, “At 80% virtualization, we are looking for any opportunity
to increase the density and return on investment (ROI) of our virtualization investment.”

To eliminate the requirement to deploy an endpoint agent in each VM, consider hypervisor
introspection. Hypervisor introspection allows third-party vendors such as Bitdefender,
Kaspersky Lab, McAfee, and Trend Micro to deploy a single virtual security appliance on the
virtual server, which then takes over endpoint security responsibilities. This frees up memory
and CPU that additional virtual machines can use, thereby increasing your density and
improving your ROI (see Figure 3).10

· Provide better visibility and security. Virtualization-aware technologies provide much-needed
visibility into intra-VM communication. There are many security solutions available, including
Cisco Systems’ Virtual Security Gateway, Fortinet’s FortiGate virtual appliance, and Juniper
Networks’ vGW Virtual Gateway. Virtualization-aware solutions can also provide a wealth of
operational data, allowing both security and IT operations staff to leverage them. For example,
Reflex Systems offers virtual security capabilities as well as utilization capacity planning and
forecasting.
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Figure 3 Agentless Endpoint Security
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Take A “Zero Trust” Approach To Privileged Identity Management
The principals of the Zero Trust Model are critical for identity and access management (IAM) within
your virtual environment. As the Shionogi incident illustrates, managing privileged users is one of
the most important duties in a virtual environment. As such, we recommend that you:

· Ensure that users access all resources securely regardless of location. Your privileged users

should be using two-factor authentication to access and administer the virtual environment. You
should also ensure that service accounts aren’t permitted to access the environment externally.

· Adopt a “least privilege” strategy and strictly enforce access control. Eliminate flat

administrative access where feasible and set up one management plane to manage access to your
virtual environment. You must consider access to the virtual network, the virtual servers, as well
as virtual storage. CA and HyTrust offer a combined solution that controls management plane
access as well as privileged user monitoring. BeyondTrust’s PowerBroker for Virtualization also
addresses privileged user management in virtual environments.

· Log all traffic so that you can quickly respond and recover. The greater the access levels of

your administrators, the more important your logging and auditing facilities become. If you
suffer from an accidental or malicious insider event, you need to have the right tools in place
so that you can quickly detect a policy violation or suspicious activity. The hypervisor or the
virtualization management layer can provide some logging capabilities. Audit and logging
are critical for highly regulated organizations; solutions from Catbird Networks can assist
organizations with achieving compliance in virtualized environments.

Incorporate Vulnerability Management Into Your Virtual Environment
You must extend your vulnerability management program into your virtual environment. Server
hardening, including patch management and configuration management, is a core element of
vulnerability management. A number of good resources are available to assist you with hardening
your virtual servers.11 You must also ensure that you are conducting regular vulnerability
assessments, including scanning and penetration testing, of the environment. Rapid7 recently
released Nexpose 5, which integrates with VMware to provide the capabilities to scan workloads
as they come online.12 You should include virtualization-specific penetration tests to validate the
hardening and security controls of the environment.
Increase Your Team’s Virtualization Knowledge
None of this can be done if your team doesn’t have the right knowledge and skills. Look at your
team and assess its virtualization knowledge. Is it lacking? More than likely, you will need to rely
heavily upon your firm’s EA and I&O knowledge. It isn’t necessary to hire a virtualization guru;
rather, you need competent staff that can have virtualization conversations and understand the
security implications. Look for ways to increase your team’s knowledge of virtualization. You can do
this in two ways:
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· Take the organic approach. It takes more time, but you can develop the skills in-house. A

number of training organizations offer virtualization security courses, including The SANS
Institute.13 VMware also offers courses on securing VMware technologies.14 Additionally,
spending time with professionals in your EA and I&O team will help grow skills organically.

· Acquire the talent externally. Information security professionals with strong virtualization

skills are in high demand, but if you’re willing to pay a competitive salary, you can find them.
Look for staff coming from managed service or cloud service provider environments. To scale
economically, these providers have massive virtualized data centers. These practitioners live
and die in multitenant environments and often have deep knowledge of securing multitenant
workloads. This knowledge can easily transition to your environment.

W H A T I T M E AN S

stick to your IT colleagues like glue
You have heard it before, but it bears repeating: You must collaborate with your IT peers in EA
and I&O. If you don’t have regular interaction with the IT leaders in these areas, you need to.
Additionally, you need to establish regular interaction between your team and the virtualization
team. Hold a virtualization summit, and get teams together to spend some time talking about the
environment. In our interviews, the security teams that embedded themselves and worked closely
with their peers had much greater familiarity with the virtual environments of their organizations.
One security and risk professional said, “We are more keenly aware of our virtual environment due
to our close relationship with operations; our regular meetings have paid off.”

Supplemental MATERIAL
Methodology
Forrester’s Forrsights Hardware Survey, Q3 2011, was fielded to 2,343 IT executives and technology
decision-makers located in Canada, France, Germany, the UK, and the US from companies with
two or more employees. This survey is part of Forrester’s Forrsights for Business Technology and
was fielded during July and August 2011. The LinkedIn Research Network fielded this survey online
on behalf of Forrester. Survey respondent incentives include a choice of gift certificates or charitable
donations. We have provided exact sample sizes in this report on a question-by-question basis.
Forrester’s Forrsights for Business Technology fields 10 business-to-business technology studies
in 12 countries each calendar year. For quality control, we carefully screen respondents according
to job title and function. Forrester’s Forrsights for Business Technology ensures that the final
survey population contains only those with significant involvement in the planning, funding, and
purchasing of IT products and services. Additionally, we set quotas for company size (number of
employees) and industry as a means of controlling the data distribution and establishing alignment
with IT spend calculated by Forrester analysts.
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We have illustrated only a portion of survey results in this document. For access to the full data
results, please contact Forrsights@forrester.com.
Companies Interviewed For This Document
BeyondTrust

Juniper Networks

Catbird Networks

McAfee

CA Technologies

Microsoft

Cisco Systems

Rapid7

Citrix Systems

Reflex Systems

Fortinet

Trend Micro

HyTrust

VMware

IBM
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